
Chapter 6
Getting started with GIMP

GIMP -GNO image manipulation programme. It is an image editing software. An image editing
software can do resizing,cropping, colouring,combining and altering digital images.

We can also remove scratches,wrinkles, dirt and imperfection from images. Images can be rotated
clockwise or anti clockwise or flip horizontally or vertically. Text can be inserted on images. Image
editors(  Graphic artist,photographers  ,web designers)  are  to  grouped into raster  graphics  editor,
vector graphic editor and 3D modelers. 
Raster vector

Raster image is made upof pixels Vector  image  is  created  mathematically  using
formulas

Quality  of raster  images  decreases  as they are
scaled

Vector images can be scaled to any size without
losing quality of image

Raster  images  are  capable  of  displaying  any
colour

Vector  images  do not  permit  colour  editing  to
the extent as possible with raster images

Raster images are often large files Vector images are relatively smaller in size

Raster images are used in web and print Vector  images  are  converted  to  raster  images
before they are used for web and printing

3D Modelers

3D modelers allows users to create and alter 3 dimensional model choosing 3D mesh. Models can
be viewed from variety of angles simultaneously. It can be zoomed in and out. 3D modelers are
used in a wide variety of industries such as medical industry,Movie,TV etc.
Eg:  3D  Studio  Max  used  in  film,TV,Video  Game  and  Architecture.  K-3D  is  used  in
modeling,animation .
Examples for raster graphic editors are GIMP,Photoshop,GT Thumb,Image Vector.
Examples for vector graphic editors are Adobe Illustrator,Corel Draw etc.

GIMP
 
it is an application suitable for task such as retouching of photographs,composing and authoring
images.  GIMP was developed by  Peter Matis  and  Spenser Kimpel in  1996. The features and
capabilities offered by GIMP are 

• full suite of painting tools including brushes,pencil,cloning etc.
• Multiple undo/redo
• selection tools including rectangle,ellipse,free,fuzzy,bezier and intelligent.
• Transformation tools including rotate,scale,shear and flip
• supports file format like  gif,jpeg,png,tiff and bmp
• advanced scripting capabilities

canvas creation

canvas is the container part of the GIMP to hold and manipulate pictures. To create a new canvas
for the poster.
Click File-->New(or Ctrl+N)
while creating canvas we have to specify the size of the canvas( height and weight). Different units
for size are available such as pixels like millimeters, centimeters,inches etc.

Color settings for a canvas
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The background colour  can be set  using the  background and foreground options  in  the  colour
palette.  When a new canvas is created,by default, the colour in the palette becomes the background
colour of the canvas. To change the background colour through the following steps.

1. Click on the background colour icon in the tool box. By default foreground is black and
background is white.

2. Select a suitable colour for the canvas and click Ok button.
3. Select Bucket Fill tool from the Toolbox.
4. Click on the canvas to fill the background colour.

Saving images
• To save , select Save option from the File menu
• choose a location
• The extension of the GIMP file is the .xcf (Experimental Compact facility)

To reset all 
Select  the  menu  edit-->preferences.  From here  choose  Window Management  and  click  Reset
Saved Window Positions to Default Values. Then click on OK and then restart GIMP.

Layers in GIMP
 
A layer is used to describe the different levels at which you can place an object or an image. Each
layer has different images and effects. Layer allow you to go back and make changes with in a
layer. We can create any number of layers. They can easily be modified without effecting other
layers.
To make layers dialogue visible use menu 
Window ---> Dockable dialogs-->layers or Ctrl+L

It contains number of icons to perform various operations on layers.

1. Create new layer- used to create a new layer to the GIMP project while creating we can give
layer name and we have to select the layer file type.

2. Move layer up- used to move the layer one position up.
3. Move layer down -  used to move the layer one position down.
4. Create duplicate copy of a layer.
5. Anchor the floating layer to a normal layer. (Anchoring is attaching a floating layer to a

normal(non floating) layer,which was active previously).
A floating layer is a type of temporary layer. Which is similar in function to a normal layer.
Before you move to another layer the floating selection must be anchored.

6. Delete a layer.
Questions 

1. GIMP stands for.......................................................................................................
2. The default extension of a GIMP image is.............
3. What are the different types of image editors?

Selection Tools

selection tools are designed to select regions from the active layer,so that  we can work on them
without affecting the unselected areas. The different selection tools available in GIMP. This are
available  in  Menu  Tool--->Selection Tool or  we can use the icon for the selection tool  in  the
toolbox.

1. Rectangle tool- it is designed to select rectangular regions from an image
(Selection Tools-->Rectangle Select)

2. Ellipse Select- it is designed to circular or a elliptical regions from an image.
( Tools-->Selection Tools--->Ellipse Select)

3. Free Select(Lasso Tool)
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It allows you to create a selection by drawing it free hand with the mouse pointer,holding
down the left mouse button. When you release the mouse button, the selection is closed by
connecting the current pointer location to the start location with a straight line.
Free Select is available at  Tools-->Selection Tools-->Free Select

4. foreground Select
It is used for finer selection of pixels in an image. It is available at 
Tools-->Selection Tools-->Foreground. Initially a portion of an image has to be  selected
just like free select.
The area other than selected area gets covered with a blue mask. Now mouse pointer turns to
a point brush icon. Use this paint brush to draw a continuous line on the selected area so that
the area the line passes will be selected.

5. Fuzzy Select(Magic wand)
The Fuzzy Select(Magic Wand) tool is designed to select areas of the active layer or image
based on colour similarity. It is popularly used for selecting objects of the same colour with
sharp edges.

6. By Color Select 
It is similar to fuzzy select. The difference is that fuzzy select only continuous area based on
colour similarity can be selected whereas with By Color Select , all the regions in an image
with similar colours can be selected. By Color Select can be accessed at 
Tools-->Selection Tools-->By Color Select

7. Intelligent Scissors
It is useful when you are trying to select a region defined by strong color-changes at the
edges. To use this tool  you click to create a set of 'control nodes',at the edges of the region
you are trying to select.
To move the actual selection click the Move tool and drag the selection into a new selection.
Make sure that the move option is set to Selection in the panel. To merge all layers right
click on any of the layers in the Layers dialog and choose Flatten Image.
To remove all selection from the canvas use the menu 
Select-->None or press shift+control+A

Adding text to images in GIMP
You can use the text tool for this purpose. The text tool is used to add text to an image in GIMP. It is
available at 

1. Tools--->Text
2. select the text tool and click on the canvas.
3. Set the font type,size,colour and alignment of the text in the tool option
4. Press Close button.

Editing entered text
1. select the text tool from the Text box
2. click on the text to select the content for editing

Exporting  images in GIMP

The export facility in GIMP provides options to export the image from GIMP project to various
other image file formats such as jpg,png,bmp,etc.
Two methods are there to export of an image.

1. Select the Menu Title -> Save As
    In the dialogue that opens,click the Select File Type to open the list of different file menu. Select
the required one from this and click  Save button.

2. Select the Menu File-->Export to option.
Questions

1. Name the tools used to select circular areas in an image.
2. What is the use of selection tool?
3. A GIMP image can be exported to png format using......................option
4. what is the difference between Fuzzy Select and By Color Select?
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Transformation tools

This tools are mainly used to alter the appearance of an image or a particular element of an image.
Using this   we can change the size,  position and angle of the image.  The transformation tools
available are Align,Move,Crop,Rotate,Scale,Shear and Flip.

1. Align 
it is useful to align the image layers with various image objects. Align and distribute tools
allow to arrange objects. Arrangements of objects can be done in two ways. Align relative
tool and object or selection,distribute according to an offset value.
 The align options are  Top Edges,Middle,Bottom Edges,Centers,Left Edges  and  Right
Edges.
Select Tools-->Transform Tools--->Align

2. Distribute
This tools allow us to make the contents of multiple layers and space them out equally based
on  offset  values  specified.  The  different  distribute  options  are  Top  Edges,Vertical
Centers,Bottom Edges,Left Edges,Horizontal Centers and Right Edges.

To change the size of the layer click  Menu item Layer--->Auto crop Layer now the size of the
new layer is changed to fit the size of the image in that layer.

For creating duplicate layers right click on the layer to be duplicated in the Layers dialog and select
Duplicate Layer or use the menu Layer-->Duplicate Layer.

3. Crop
It is used for cropping or clipping an image. It works on all the visible and invisible layers of
the image. To crop an image,select the Crop tool from Toolbox or from Tools-->Transform
Tools-->Crop.
 Now draw a rectangle around the area that we have to crop. Now double click the selected
region or press the enter key. You will get the cropped image. Since cropping makes changes
to the original image. It is better to take duplicate copy of the image( Image-->Duplicate)

4. Rotate
it is used to rotate an entire layer or only a selected portions of an image. You can use rotate
tool in the tool box or the menu  Tools-->Transform Tools-->Rotate.  You can rotate the
image clockwise or anti clockwise.

   5. Scale
      This tool is used to scale layers or selection on the image. We can specify the Height and Width
in the scale dialog box for scaling. The image can also be resized using the handles at the borders of
the image. Press the scale button to complete scaling. The aspect ratio( Rate of Height and Width)
should keep constant. This is possible using the Linking Change icon in the Scale dialog box.
  6. Shear

It is used to shift one part of an image layer or a selection to one direction and the other part to the
opposite direction. Shearing distorts the image according to the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates.

Shear tool can be accessed from the  Toolbox or from the  Tools-->Transform Tools-->Shear.  Here
type appropriate shear magnitude x and y co-ordinates.

       7. Flip

This tool provides the ability to flip layers or selections either horizontally or vertically. It is used to
create reflection. The menu for the tool is Tool -->Transformation Tool --->Flip
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Questions
1. what is the use of the transform tool?
2. Name the tool that is used to distribute images in different layers in different ways.
3. The tool used to shift one part of an image to one direction and the other part to the opposite

direction is ............................
4. what is the use of crop tool?
5. Which among the following tools is used to create a mirror image?

a) Flip  b)Crop  c)Rotate  d) Scale
6. what you mean by scaling?
7. Compare raster and vector graphics
8. what is layer in GIMP? Explain advantages of using layers.

Long answer Type
9. Explain any five selection tools available in GIMP.
10. Write short notes on any three transform tools in GIMP.
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